Snowshoe Institute Award of Excellence for Scholarship in the Arts

Eligibility
All College of Creative Arts’ faculty including full-time, part-time, FEAP, and emeritus are eligible to apply for the Snowshoe Institute Award of Excellence for Scholarship in the Arts.

Goal of the Award
The award celebrates current scholarship activity from the most recent two (2) academic years ending in August. The purpose of the award is to provide greater visibility for the community of faculty scholars in the College of Creative Arts. To meet that goal, the award winner will deliver a public presentation/lecture to be given in the fall semester and scheduled in conjunction with the Dean’s Office.

Nature of Scholarship
Snowshoe Institute Lectures may arise from recent examples of scholarship such as:

- Publication of original scholarly research in journals, books, book chapters, web formats, etc.
- Recent grant-funded research activity.
- Creative activity (performances, exhibition or design production, recordings, etc.)
- Scholarly activities recently presented, scheduled to be presented, at a conference, professional meeting, or invited lecture.

Faculty are encouraged to submit other scholarly activities that may not have been addressed by the examples stated above.

Nomination and Selection Process

1. Nominations are accepted from a faculty member from within or outside the college, from a student, or a faculty member may self-nominate.
2. The recipient of the current CCA Research and Creative Activity Award will automatically be nominated and will be asked to submit a lecture proposal to add to their research award application.
3. Nomination form is attached. The nomination packet must include the following:
   a. The nomination form.
   b. A narrative statement from the nominator outlining the nominee’s scholarship and its significance to the discipline.
   c. A copy of the nominee’s current curriculum vitae.
   d. Proposal of lecture topic, format, and scope.
4. The nominee is responsible for submission of the nomination packet to the CCA Dean’s office by October 24.
5. The Executive Planning Council will serve as the Snowshoe Institute Award Selection Committee. The award will be announced in November.

Award
The award, normally in the amount of $1,000, will be made available to the winner through payroll over the following summer and will be taxed regular income.
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NOMINATION FORM TO BE SUBMITTED WITH APPLICATION

__________________________________________  _______________________________________
Name of Nominee                                  School

__________________________________________  _______________________________________
Present Academic Rank                            Campus (or home) Address and Phone

__________________________________________  _______________________________________
Name of Nominator                               Campus Address and Phone

Self-nomination is acceptable.